
 The story (see next page)

 Pictures - the Witch's 
house, the Witch, Masha 
and a stream in the forest 

 Water in a kettle or a pot 
ready to boil

 A mirror or a piece of glass

10–15 minutes

CONDENSATION

Ask some questions to help your child remember what they know about water from previous sessions (heat 
evaporates the liquid, water, into steam; in very cold weather, the liquid, water, turns into snow/ice).

Tell the story of Masha and the witch provided on the following page. Use the pictures at appropriate points to 
focus attention.

When the witch shows Masha the cauldron of boiling water, show your child steam coming from a kettle of 
boiling water. Make sure they understand that steam from a kettle is very hot and will scald them if they touch 
it.

When Masha takes out her mirror, show your child a mirror. Allow your child to feel the mirror to establish that it 
is cold. Use the mirror to demonstrate how Masha used her mirror to condense and collect water from the 
steam.

At the end of the story, ask your child some questions to make sure that your child has understood clearly – that
steam turns into water when we cool it. For example: What happened to the steam when it touched the mirror? 
(It cooled down and became water again.) Why did that happen? (Because the mirror was cool.) Can you think of 
other examples of when this happens? (In a shower room; on the inside or outside of the car windscreen – when 
the water vapour in the air touches the cold glass, it condenses into water droplets; and so on.) 

Your child knows that steam condenses, i.e. it becomes liquid water when it cools.
Your child knows that steam transforms into water when it comes into contact with something cold.

To introduce the concept of water condensation – that steam turns into water as it 
cools
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SAFETY NOTES

The activities described in this session are designed to provide a memorable learning experience and have all 
been carried out successfully with young children. However, you will need to minimise risks and comply with 
your own health and safety policies. 

 Take care when holding the mirror above the steam. Use an oven mitt or similar to protect your hand.

 Ensure that your child does not come into contact with the hot kettle and that they understand that steam 
can cause injury.
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Once upon a time a young girl called Masha went into a forest picking mushrooms. The bright sun was shining and it was very hot, as it so often is in the summer. It 
wasn’t at all like cold, frosty winter when your breath comes out in mists. Masha spent such a long time picking mushrooms that she grew very thirsty. But there was no 
water nearby. Poor Masha was so thirsty that she began to long for the icy winter when there was plenty of snow everywhere. If she wanted a drink in the winter she 
could have one. What could she do? (Ask your child for ideas.)  That’s right, she could melt some snow in her hands or her mouth and turn it into water to satisfy her thirst.

But it was hot summer. There was no snow. Masha started to search for a stream. In those days, there were usually streams of clean water to drink from in the forest, if 
only you could find one. But Masha could not find a stream anywhere.

Suddenly, out of nowhere, she saw a hut in a little clearing in the forest. The door of the hut was open, but Masha was a polite child, so she knocked before she went in. It 
was a witch’s hut, as Masha realised as soon as she saw the witch! But she was a very brave child and she did not let that frighten her.

“Good afternoon,” she said to the witch.

“Good afternoon, Masha,” the witch replied. “Why have you come?”   

“I’m so thirsty,” said Masha. “Could you please give me a glass of water?”

The witch was very crafty. She decided to test Masha. “Masha,” she said, “can you solve puzzles? If you can solve my puzzle, I will give you a drink of water. But if you 
cannot, not only must you stay thirsty, you must stay here and give all the mushrooms you have gathered to me.” Masha did not want to stay with the witch, or give up 
her mushrooms, but she was very thirsty, so she agreed to the test.

In the middle of the witch’s hut, there stood the witch’s stove. It had a huge cauldron full of water on it. The witch put logs into the stove and lit a hot fire. The fire heated 
the water in the cauldron and soon it was bubbling, hissing and boiling fiercely. Hot, white steam rose up into the air. (Boil the kettle; let your child watch the steam 
rising.)

The witch looked at Masha slyly. “So, you want a drink of water, do you?” she said. “Well, not far from here there is a beautiful little stream of cool clear water and I will 
show you where it is. But first you must drink a glass of water from my cauldron!” The witch pointed at the water boiling so fiercely in her cauldron and she laughed.

Masha looked at the cauldron with the clouds of steam rising from it. It was so hot! Masha knew that if she tried to drink that water her tongue would blister and burn. 
But she was so thirsty. And she did not want to stay with the witch or give up her mushrooms! Masha thought carefully and then she…. Do you know what she did? (Allow 
your child to offer their ideas.)

“If the water is too hot, then I must cool it down!” thought Masha. “But how can I do that?” It just so happened that in her bag Masha kept a little mirror. Masha touched 
the mirror. It was just as she thought. The mirror’s surface was cold. (Get out the mirror and allow your child to handle it; encourage them to notice that the surface is 
cool.)

“That’s it!” thought Masha. “I can’t drink the boiling water, or even put it in a glass to cool it down. But if I can cool down the steam, it will turn into water! And I can cool 
down the steam using my mirror, if I am very careful. All I have to do is hold my mirror up to the steam. When the steam touches my cold mirror, it will turn back into 
water. Then all I need to do is collect the water in the witch’s glass and the witch will have to show me the stream.”

And that is what Masha did. Working very carefully – for after all, she did not want the boiling water or the hot steam to scald her – Masha held her cold mirror up to the 
steam. As the steam touched her mirror, it turned into drops of water. The drops of water ran down the mirror and Masha collected them in the witch’s glass. 
(Demonstrate to your child how Masha condensed water from steam and collected the water drops in a glass.)

The witch was very surprised. “You are a clever girl, Masha,” she said. “You have outwitted me! Now I will show you the stream.”

The witch showed Masha the beautiful, little stream of cool clear water and Masha drank her fill. Then she gave Masha some berries and more mushrooms to put in her 
bag. What a good thing it was that Masha had a cold mirror in her bag! And what a good thing it was that she knew how to use it to cool down the steam and turn it into 
water! And if ever you should meet a witch who asks difficult puzzles, I do hope that you will remember too!

MASHA AND THE WITCH
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Cut out each picture separately.
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